
IN TIff UNITEI) STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSI

BEST PALLETS INC. and BEST INDUSTRIAL
PALLETS. LL.C. by and through their President and
Owner JAMES L. TAYLOR; ITNOLAP PALLET &
CRATING, INC., by and through its President and
Owner WILLIAM M. CLARK; ITNOLAP PALLET
& CRATING, L.L.C, by and through its President and
Half-Owner WILLIAM M. CLARK; PALLET
EXPRESS, INC., by and through its Vice-President
and Owner LYNN RIDGE BELL; and GOEMAN'S
WOOD PRODUCTS, INC., by and through its
President and Owner DANNY J. GOEMAN. For
themselves and all others similarly situated,

PLAINT lEES AND PROPOSED CLASS
REPRESENTATIVES,

vs.

BRAMBLES INDUSTRmS, INC., and BRAMBLES
NORTH AMERICA, INC., dlb/a CHEP USA,

DEFENDANTS.

1) 8, DIStRICT COURT
WESTERN 9fF ARKANSAS

FEB 062898

CHRIS N. JI)INSON, CUBic

Case No:

Judge: fljt-

CLASS ACTION CONWLAINT—
FOR DAMAGES, INJUCTIVE
RELIEF, COSTS AND
ATTORNEYS FEES
IS U.S.C. § 2. 15 U.SC. § 15(a)
[Clayton Act § 41. 15 U.SC § 26

[Clayton Act § 161 and 15 US.C. § 20

[as amended by Section 4; Clayton Act
15 U.S.C. § 15] 15 U.S.C. § 22— Rule
23(b)(3) Federal. Rules of Civil
Procedure [The Class Action RulcJ

PLAINTIFFS REQUEST A JURY
TRIAL — Rule 38(b) Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure

Plaintiffs Best Pallets Inc. and Best Industrial Pallets. LLC, by and through their

President arid Owner James L. Taylor; ITNOLAP Paflet & Crating, Inc., by and through its

President and Owner William M. Clark; ITNOLAP Pallet & Crating, L.L.C., by and through its

HalF-Owner William M. Clark; Pallet Express, Inc., by and through its Vice-President and

Owner Lynn Ridge Bell; and Goeman's Wood Products, Inc., by and through its President and

Owner Danny J. Goeman, on behalf of themselves and all others similarly situated (collectively

referred to as "Pallet Recyclers"), bring this action for relief against defendants Brambles Inc.

and Brambles North America, Inc., dlb/a CHEP USA.

In support of Plaintiffs' Class Action Complaint, the pallet recyclers allege as follows:
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Plaintiffs Best Pallets Inc. and Bcst Industrial Pallets, I-.t-.C., hy and througfr their

President and Owner Jamcs L. Taylor; ITNOI.AP Pallet & Crating, Inc., hy arrd through its

Prcsident and Owner William M. Clark; ITNOLAP Pallet & Crating, L.L.C., by and through its

Hall-Ownct William M. Clark; Pallet Exprcss, lnc., by and through its Vicc-Prcsident antl

Owncr Lymr Ridge Belll and Gocrnan's Wood Products, Inc., by and through its President and

Owner Dnnny J. Coeman, on behalf of thernselves nnd all others similarly situated (collcctively

refened trl as "Pallct Recyclers"), bring this xction for rclicf against defenrlants Btamblcs Inc.

and Brambles Notth Amcrica, Inc., d/b/a CHEP USA.

In support of Plaintiffs' Class Action Complaint, the pallet recyclers allege as fbllows:
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I. NATURE AND SUMMARY OF TUE ACTION

1. This is a class action brought under the Sherman Antitrust Act 15 U.S.C. § 2, 15 U.s.c.

§ 15(a) [Clayton Act § 4] and 15 U.S.C. § 26 l.Clayton Act § 16], to Sdress anticompetitive

conduct by a major enterprise in the wooden pallet industry. Pallets are portable wooden

platforms used to facilitate the transportation and storage of raw materials, other goods and

Finished products from manufacturers or distributors to end users, typically retailers. Pallets are

used in virtually all industries across the United States. (See photos ot palieLs at Paragraph 16 below),

2. The entities arid individuals named as plaintiffs Cpallet recycl.ers" or "recyclers") are in

the business, either partially or exclusively, of recycling wood pallets, these pallet recyclers

constitute the class proposed. The pallet recyclcrs generally gather pallets from end users, repair

them if necessary, and oI'fer the recycled pallets for sale to manufacturers and others requiring

them for transport or storage; i.e.: the recycled pallet market.

3. The pallet recyclers file this action on behalf of themselves and all similarly situated

entities and individuals in the lower 48 states of the United States engaged in. the business of

wood pallet recycling. They seek threefold actual monetary damages, costs of suit, including

reasonable attorneys Fees, and injunctive relief, as provided by 15 U.S.C. § 2. 15 U.S.C. §15(a)

[clayton Act § I, 15 U.S.C. § 26 [Clayton Act § 16] and 15 U.S.C. § 20 [as amended by Section

4; 15 U.S.C. § 22, and trial by jury, FED. R. Civ. p. 38(b).

4. The defendant ("CHEP") is in the business of manufacturing, repairing and leasing wood

pallets to manufacturers and others requiring pallets for transport or storage. The pallet reeyclers

and CIIEP compete in the market for placement of wood pallets with manufacturers and others

who use wood pallets in their business and commerce.
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4. The det'endant ("CHEP") is in the business of manufacturing, repairing and leasing wood
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5. The pallet recyclers allege that CHEP has used and continues to usc threats of legal

action against them, as well as actual lawsuits, civil and criminal with the intent of unlawfully

transferrin.g a portion of its business operational costs onto the pallet recyclers. Such costs,

which would otherwise have been borne by CHEP, relate to costs associated with the retrieval,

transport, sorting, handling and storage of CHEP pallets in addition to the general business costs

attributable to CHEP's pallets

6. CHEWs business conduct is intended to decrease its own costs of doing business, while

at the same time raising the recyclers' costs to levels that make them non-competitive against

CHEP in the wood pallet market.

7. As is more comprehensively described below, CHEP has used its economic strength to

develop and maintain a system of pallet distribution that is anticompetitive in its intent and

effect. The CHEP system, and its conduct in Furtherance thereof, causes market distortion, and

unlawfully anticompetitive and, if not stopped by judgment, monopolistic effects, as follows:

a. By purposefully causing to be shifted to the recyclers and the class what properly

should he CHEWs own overhead, direct and indirect costs attendant upon the

ordinary operation of a wood pallet business, CHEP raises its rivals' costs to a

non-competitive level when they, CHEP and recyclers, each seek to supply pallets

to potential market place customers.

b. What would be, absent CHEP's unlawful conduct, a normative and otherwise

competitive market for the acquisition of pallets is transformed into a market in

which customers for pallets arc confronted by a market of higher prices as

artificially and unlawfully manipulated by CHEP. This is true even though CHEF

may offer pallets to customers at an ostensibly lower lease rather than sale price.
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Absent CI-IEP's unlawful conduct, and in a free wood pallet market unburdened

by CHEF's overhead cost shifting to the pallet recyclers and the class, the wood

pallet market would present to the customer a truly competitive price from which

to select among recyclers and CHEP.

c. By its conduct as alleged throughout this complaint, CHEP's probability of

success at excluding pallet recyclers and the class creates a harrier to market entry

by potential competitive pallet recyclers who, through applying reasonable

business acumen and observation to the market in which they would compete with

CHEF, would forego entry because of the economically and artificially imposcd

barrier constructed by CHEP, making the recycler noncompetitive. Other pallet

recyclers are deterred from entering the market because the reasonablc recycler

contemplating such entry exercising due diligence will observe that CILEP enjoys

an artificially low overhead because of its unlawful scheme of cost shifting.

IL JURISDICTION AND VENUE

8. This court has original jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1331 because the federal question

alleged in this complaint arises under the Sherman and Clayton Acts. 15 US-C- § 15(a), 15

U.S.C. § 2 (as amended) and 26, respectively. The court has original jurisdiction under 28

U.S.C. § 1337 (conferring original jurisdiction arising tinder any act regulating commerce or

protecting tradc and commerce against restraints and monopolies).

9. Venue is proper in this district and court pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 26 [Clayton Act § 41,

bccausc interstate commerce sigtuficant to this action has been carried on, in part, within this

district and among the several states. Venue is proper as well under 28 U.S.C. § 1391.

CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT — PAGE 4
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[0. Venue is additionally proper in this district under 15 U.S.C. § 15(a), and 22:

"Any suit, action, or proceeding under the antitrust laws against a corporation
may be brought not oniy in the judicial district where it is an inhabitant, but also
in any district where it may be found or transacts business; and all process in such
cases may he served in the district of which the corporation is an inhabitant, or
wherever it may he found."

II - CHEP is found or transacts business in the Western District of Arkansas; and, in part, the

claims asserted in the present action arose in this district. CHEP regularly and continuously

conducts business in interstate commerce between and among the several lower 48 United States.

The interstate trade and commerce described in this action has been carried out, in part, within

the Western District of Arkansas.

111. THE PARTIES

12. The named plaintiffs and representatives of the class of pallet recyclers are:

a. BEST PALLETS INC. and BEST INDUSTRIAL PALLETS, L.L.C., by and

through their President and owner JAMES T.... TAYlOR, is a collective entity and

resident doing business at 1105 Ballman Rd, Fort Smith, AR 72901;

b. ITNOLAP PALLET & CRATING, INC., by and through its President and Owner

WILLIAM M. CLARK, is a resident of Tennessee doing business at 2111 N.

Thompson Lane, Murfrecshoro, TN 37129;

c. ITNOLAP PALLET & CRATING, L.L.C., by and through its Half-Owner

WILI..JAM M. CLARK, is a resident of Tennessee doing business at 100 Best

Industrial Drive, Jonesboro, AR 72401;

PALLET EXPRESS, INC., by and through its Vice-President and Owner LYNN

RIDGE BELL, is a resident of North Carolina doing business at 2821 Assembly

Road, Greensboro, NC 27405; and,

CLASS AcTioN CoM!-'LaJNT —PAGE 5
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GOEMAN'S WOOD PRODUCTS, INC., by and through its President and Owner

DANNY J. GOEMAN, is a resident of Wisconsin doing business at 5840 Hwy.

60 East, P.O. Box 270240, Hartford, WI 53027-0240;

13. Th.e CHEP Defendants are a group of related foreign and domestic entities engagcd in the

business of selling, renting, collecting, conditioning and reissuing pallets in every district in the

United States:

a. BRAMBLES INDUSTRIES, INC. and BRAMBLES NORTH AMERICA, INC.

dlb/a CHEP USA, may be found at 8517 Park Circle, Suite 400, Orlando, FL

32819-9040 for the purpose of service of process.

IV. FACTS
A. Wood Pallets Are Introduced Into Commerce

1& Since its introduction in the early 20th century, the wood pallet has become a cornerstone

of American commerce. The advancement of packaging in the transport and merchandizing of

raw material.s and manufactured goods created the increased use of pallets because packaged

goods' surfaces allowed for stacking and securing in bulk thus making pallet movement

economical. A single employee using a forklift or hand-drawn pallet jack can now safely move

Far more raw materials or finished products than an army of his predecessors could have done at

tile turn of the century and do so economically and safely.

15. Palletized loads allow for much quicker turnaround of rail cars, ships and transport

trucks. They also increase warehouse storage capacity and the swift movement of materials

thereby reducing the need for additional warehouse capacity. Virtually all raw material and

finished products are transported on wood pallets to and from producers, manufacturers,

distributors, and retailers across the country during their journey through the production, sale and

use in today's distributive processes.

CLASS ACTIoN CONWLAINT —PAGE 6
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16. Standard size pallcts (4W' x 40"), the type of wood pallet most widely used in the U.S.,

carry loads oF up to 2000 pounds. Over a half billion pallets are manufactured annually and

approximately two billion paliets are currently in use in United States commerce. (Below are

pictures a CI-IEP-blue-wood pallet and a wood pallet).

17. Wood pallets are fungible. CHEF pallets are distinguishable in appearance from other

pallets in circulation jy due to their blue painted surfaces and the acronym "CHEP" painted on

the pallet with words asserting perpetual ownership.

B. The Wood Pallet Business; Sold or Leased

18. There are essentially two business models utilized in the wood pallet business: the "sale

model" and the "lease model." The sale of pallets has traditionally been the dominant business

model in the United States. A far greater portion of the market for wood pallets in the United

States follows the "sale model." as opposed to the "lease model.."

CLASS ACTION COMpLA!nr —PAGE 7

16. Standard sizc pallcts (48" x 4t)"). thc type of wood pallet most widely used in the U.S.,

carry loads ol'up to 2000 pttunds. Over a half billion pallets are manufacturcd annually and

approximately two billion pallets ale cunently in use in lJnited States c()firrllerce. (Below arc

pictures a CHEP-blue-wood pallet and a wood pallet).

fl. Wood pallets are fungible. CIFIEP pallets are distinguishable in appearance from trther

pallets in circulation onlv due to their blue painted surfaces and the acronym "CHEP" painted on

the pallet with worrls asserting pcrpetual ownership.

B, The Wood Psllet Business; Sold or Leflsed

18. There are essentially two business moilels utilized in the wood pallet busirtess: thc "salc

rnodel" and the "lease model." The sale of pallets has tra<litionally been the dornirtant husitrcss

model in the United States. A far gleater portion of the market for wood pallets in the llnited

States ['ollows the "sale model" as opposed to the "lease model."
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19. In the "sale model," a seller offers the pallet for a price to a purchaser needing it for

transport or storage of goods. Ownership of the pallet transfers from the seller ol the pallet to its

purchaser — generally a manufacturer or distrihiLtor — and there is no agreement between the

parties nor is there an obligation to return the pallet to its seller once the pallet is sent through the

buyer's distributive process.

20. In the sale model, the purchaser of a wood pallet may use the pallet to ship its raw

material or completed product to its customer. In this type of transaction the user at the end of

the distribution process is not the party that arranged for or purchased the wood pallet.

21. In a typical distribution scenario wood pallets upon which products are loaded, stored,

transported or used accumulate at an end user's site. Also typically, these pallets become excess

to the end user, they are not needed and the end iLser is left with the burden and added expense of

storing or disposing of them. The pallets accumulated on the end user's property are most often

so burdensome that he is anxious to be relieved of them to accommodate arriving goods and,

often to comply with local ordinances, health or tire codes.

22. The "lease model" differs front the "sales model" in two important respects. The

acquiring business leases a pallet rather than purchase it. The pallet lessor, CHEP, and lessee

enter into an agreement that the pallet will he returned to the lessor once the journey [or which

the pallet was leased is complete. The lease business model is more complicated because it

involves the logistics and costs associated with the tracking and securing the return oF the leased

pallet. For these reasons the lease model has been less common in the United States market.

C. Accumulated Pallets Lead to a
Secondary Market for Pallet Recyclers

23. As a result of the predominance of the sale model, a secondary market developed over

decades for excess wood pallets that accumulate at an end user's place of business or property.
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Entrepreneurs saw a business opportunity to solve the end user problem with the accumulation of

wood pallets by making them profitable as a business and convenient through reduction to the

end user of his costs incurred by having them accumulate. The innovative business of removing

unwanted pallets eventually served to accommodate an ever increasing demand for returning

used or renianufactured pallets at a lower price to the stream of interstate commerce. The

prescient and resourceful businessmen who entered this market became known as pallet

recyclers. It is they, the pallet recyclers, who comprise the proposed class; each named plaintiff

is a pallet reeycler.

24. The secondary market of recycled pallets has traditionally involved an agreement

requiring the class member(s) to remove unwanted pallets from the end user's property. Upon

taking possession of the used pallets the recycler is free to repair them and to offer the pallets for

sale to any entity or individual, thus reintroducing the wood pallets into the distributive stream of

comnierce.'

25. Within the wood pallet industry the practice of removing pallets from an end user's site

has become known as "spotting and switching trailers," 'drop and hook trailers" or "sweeping

the dock," among other colloquial terms. These are terms unique to the pallet recycling business

describing the recycler's obligation and methodology of removing all of the end user's wood

pallets.

26. Under the traditional agreement between an end user and a pallet recycler, the recycler

must take all of the user's wood pa.llets irrespective of the source or method by which the end

used acquired any specific wood pallet. The agreement is universally an all-or-nothing

Wood product data indicates the recycling and re-use of wood pallets prevents tile cutting of millions of tiees each

year.
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proposition- Thus, the pallet recycler must agree to remove all unwanted pallers; including

CHEF's blue.

27. An end user benefits from the removal of all excess wood pallets by the class by a

reduction in his cost attributable to the pallets, convenience of having uncluttered dock or storage

space and, often, compliance with local health or other ordinances. In some instances the

recycler pays the end user for his acquisition of all wood pallets; including CHEP's blue pallets.

D. CHEP Origins in Australia

28. The defendant CI-lEP's involvement in the wood pallet business can be traced back to

World War IL From 1941 - 1945, the Australian government developed the "Allied Materials

Handling Standing Committee" to provide efficient handling of war materiel. When the war

ended, the American military bases in Australia were closed leaving an abundance of materials-

handling equipment, including wood pallets. With this asset base and an established military

transportation/warehousing infrastructure, the Australian government continued to operate the

industry. This governmental organization was known as the: "Commonwealth Handling

Equipment Pool," known by its acronym "CI-IEP."

29. In 1949 the Australian government privatized CHEF and mandated its sale. In 1958, an

Australian business entity, Brambles, acquired CIJEP. C.HEP experienced rapid growth after its

acquisition, and within a few years operated the largest pool of pall.ets in the southern

hemisphere

30. Upon information and belief CHEP presently employs mcre than 7,700 people and

operates in 44 countries to issue, collect, condition and reissue approximately 300 million pallets

from a global network of service centers. CHEF claims to serve approximately 300,000

customers and engaged in many nullions of blue pallet movements each day.
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E. CHEP in the United States: "Closed Loop Rental Model"

31. The CHEP defendant entered the U.S. wood pallet market in the early 1990s and quickly

became the largest wood pallet supplier in the U.S. On. a recurring, daily basis CHEF has as

many as 90-100 million pallets circulating in the U.S. market. Being blue, CHEP pallets are

easily identifiable and distinguishable from other wood pallets.

32. In addition to CHEF's anticompctitive conduct vis-a-vis the class described below, the

same unlawful conduct creates a paflet marketplace dysfunction for customers seeking prices

from members oF the class and CHEP. That dysfunction Lakes the forni of pallet customers

paying higher prices for pallets than would occur in a truly competitive market free of CHEF's

manipulations. After CHEP's introduction of the closed loop rental model class members' offers

to sell pallets were, of necessity higher than they would be in a free, competitive market due to

(heir bearing the added CHEF pallet costs. Customers are thus confronted with those artificially

higher oilers to sell from recyclers that permit CHEP to offer an ostensibly lower but actually

higher than competitive prices. This is true whether the CHEF offer is presented in the form of a

rental or sale. The prices to pallet Customers are artificially inflated and what would otherwise

he a free market is skewed by CHEP's anticompetitive conduct to the injury of the wood pallet

market and customers requiring pallets for commercial purposes in interstate commerce.

33. By CI-IEP's forceable imposition of its business costs on the class, it successñilly

forecloses a portion of the wood pallet market to class members by forcing them to make higher

than competitive offers to potential customers for wood pallets. CHEP's foreclosure does not

flow from any business acumen, efficiency or lawFul hiLsiness practices in the market for wood

pallets.
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34. When CHEP entered the U.S. wood pallet market it utilized the less common "lease

model" business plan, as described above. Under the lease model CHEF owns and maintains

pallets so that they could be pooled and rented to customers. Once a wood pallet reached its

Final destination, it was to be returned to the CHEF pallet pooi by agreement so as to create an

ongoing cycle oF rental, repair, and return. The CHEP lease model is known in the industry as a

"closed loop rental model."

35. CHEP's lease agreements included a fec structure charging different amounts based on

how its pallets were used, and additional fees if a pallet was not returned. The key provision of a

CHEF lease arrangement was that a participant in the pallet movement system was responsible

br retrieval and return of the leased pallets to the CHEP pallet pooL

F. CHEFs Modified Model itt the United States: "AVP" for Business Expansion

36. To enhance and expedite its penetration into the U.S. market CHEF modified its "closed

loop rental model" in 1997. The new CI-1EP business model was called the "Accelerated

Volume Program," or AVF. Unlike the "closed loop rental model," the AVF did not require

CHEP customers to return pallets to the CHEP pallet pool.

37. CHEF modified its business model to create incentives for manufacturers and initial users

to become CHEF customers. CHEP also added fees to protect itself in the event its wood pallets

were lost or not returned to the CHEP pallet pool.

38. The AVF proved highly successful in expanding CHEP's customer base and the total

number of wood pallet.s it placed in circulation. The AVF program enabled CHEP to flood the

market with blue wood pallets. As a result of the AVF CHEP added thousands of new

customers.
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G. Outside Consultants'
Anticipated Problems With CHEFs AVP Plan

39. CHEF anticipated problems with the return of its blue wood pallets if it changed from the

closed loop rental model to the AVP model. Before deciding to adopt the Accelerated Volume

Program, CHEP studied the risks of decreased pallet return. The studics found a significant risk

of pallet "leakage." This euphemism meant that CHEP expected the lLncompcnsated loss of its

pallets if it proceeded with its planned change from the "closed loop rental model" to the "AVP"

model. By early 2002, financial analysts concluded that approximately 20% ol' CHEP's wood

pallet pool was at risk of loss. The study, conducted by Credit Suisse — first Boston also noted

that CHEF could reasonably anticipate cnhaneed levels of litigation spawned by the AVP

program occasioned by the increased loss of blue pallets into the customary recycle method

practiced in the U.S.A.

40. Ultimately CHEF launched the AVP model even though it could not distinguish one blue

wood pallet from another or track and retrieve CHEP pallets once their downstream journey was

complete. In recent years CHEP's own press releases and other public communications have

acknowledged that millions of CHEP's blue wood pallets had been lost. The AVF was a

distribution device through which CHEP pursued a business strategy of growth in the U.S.

market without regard for associated operational risks, especially the loss of pallets (leakage)

within the downstream movement of pallets by entities with whom CHEF shared no business

relationship.

H. CLIEP's Anticompetitive Conduct

41. To deal with the significant lost pallet-leakage issue CHEF devised and implemented a

plan to force the nation's pallet recyclers to act as its pallet retrieval network. CHEP knew, and

it was obvious that by the nature of the recyelers' business, it was inevitable that class members
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would retrieve and come into possession of CHEP's blue wood pallets when they removed all

pallets from an end user's site.

42. Rather than implementing its own pallet-collection system or compensating the class for

retrieving its blue wood pallets, CI-IEP began a concerted, enthusiastic and national campaign of

threatening, coercing, suing, and bringing criminal theft and conversion actions against class

nienihers across the United States. The threats, civil and criminal actions have been widely

communicated through notices, letters and the actual initiation of civil and criminal actions the

information about which was disseminated to the class and intended to he imposed on other class

members unless they returned the pallets to CHEP at class members' own expense. This action

will disclose several civil and, at least, one actual criminal action used by CHEP as alleged.

These threats and legal action have been and remain the uniform method and dissemination

vehicLe by which CHEP exercises its unlawful conduct and causes market dysfunctionality.

43. In each actual or threatened action CHEP asserts perpetual ownership of all, wood pallets

painted blue and bearing the CHEP logo. CHEP claims that by possessing blue pallets the pallet

recyclers have stolen or converted its property. CHEP consistently has demanded the pallets be

returned at the recyclers' expense and, in so doing, flexed its overwhelming economic muscle to

coerce compliance with those demands by class members. The commercial scene is one of the

mammoth international pallet company exerting its economic strength to coerce the small

recycler to do its bidding and incur transactional, operating and overhead costs arising from the

recovery of CHEP blue pallets. CHEP is not like the rare great opera soprano or sports star who

realizes monopoly returns because of star-like production. Rather, Cl-JEWs conduct illustrates

the attempt to circumvent the law governing business behavior to realize monopoly returns
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through coercion of the type recognized by the antitrust laws that seeks to limit participants; both

current and potential.

44. CHEF has made and continues to make these demands — even though it has already

collected various fees, (including lost pallet fees), associated with the use or loss of its pallets

that CE-IEP independently has made no effort. to retrieve yet, does not disseminate the same

threats or demands of non-compensate blue pallet return to end-users or its own customers. It is

çjy when blue pallets are in the possession of class members that CHEP issues such threats and

exercises its eccnomic muscle. CI-TEP's conduct serves rio legitimate business purpose. if

CHEF were genuinely concerned about the return of its blue pallets, it would act similarly with

regard to its own customers or the pallet end-user. It does not.

45. In recent years CHEF has begun nominally to compensate a small number of class

members for their return of blue pallets to CHEF. The compensation is at a greatly reduced rate

set unilaterally by CI-TEP, and does not cover the operating costs class members incur in

returning the blue pallets to CHER CHEP does not publicize this minimal compensation for the

return of its pallets that it grants and withdraws at its sole discretion.

46. CELEP's anticompetitive conduct has placed the class of pallet recyclers between the

proverbial competitive rock and hard place: on one hand class members are faced with losing

their end-user clients if they refuse to remove all pallets from the end users' property.

Conversely, CHEP claims it owns all, blue wood pallets collected [torn end users' property and

has threatened, and actually instituted, legal action if the pallets are not returned by recyclers to

CI-IEP; with those same recyclers bearing the costs.

47 It is through this anticompetitive conduct that CHEP has been able to decrease its

operating business costs by shifting them to the class members. Axiomatically, the class
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that CI{EP intlepentlently has made no e[forl to retrieve yet, doe$ nol disseminate the same

thrents or demarrds of non-compensate hlue pallet retum to end-users or its own customcrs. It is

onlv when hlue pallets are in the possession of class members that CHEP issues such thredt$ ilfld

erercises its econrtmic muscle. CHEP's conduct $erve$ no legitimate brrsiness purpose. Il'

CHEP wcrc gcnuinely conccmed about thc rcturn of its bluc pallcts, it wor.rld act sirnilarly with

regald to its own customerri or the pallet end-user. It tloes not.

45. In recent years CIHEP has bcgun nominally to compcnsate a small nurnbet of class

rncmbcrs fbr thcir rctum of bluc pallets to CHEP. Thc cornpcnsation is at a grcatly rcduccd ratc

set unilaterally by CFIEP, and does not cover the operating costs class members ucur in

retuming the hlue pallets to CIIEP. CHEP dtres not publicize this flifliffial cofiperlsirtio fi)r the

retum of its pallets that it grants and withdraws at its sole discretion.

46. CIIEP's iurticompetitive conduct has placed the class of pallet recyclers between the

proverbial competitive rock and hartl place: on one hantl cla$$ rnembers are laced with losing

thcir cnd-uscr clients if thcy rcftrsc to rcnlovc all pallcts frorn thc cnd uscrs' propcfiy.

Conversely, CHEP claims it owns all blue wood pallets collectetl liom entl urers' property and

has threatened, and actually instituted, legal action if the pallets are not retumed by recyclers to

CHEP; with those same recyclers bearing the costs.

47. It is through thi$ anl.icorhpetitive conducl. that CHEP has heen ahle to decrea$e it$

operatirE business costs by shifting them to the class members. Axiomatically, the class
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members' business Costs have increased; costs which, when added to their appropriate business

costs, cause class members to be non-competitive vis-ã-vis CHEP with regard to potential pallet

customers, solicited by both CI-LEP and class members. It is through this scheme, artifice and

device that CHEP coercively and unlawfully places upon the class the financial burden of

retrieval, sorting, transportation, labor, storage and all other blue pallet-related costs that should

properly be borne by CHEP. CHEP adopted the open loop/A VP business model expecting that

end-users would not return it is blue pallets The true purpose of CHEWs policy is to unlawfully

transfer its operating costs to the class as alleged in this complaint; a purpose and effect that if

not stopped by judgment presents the dangerous probability of a CI-LEP monopolization of the

relevant market.

48. CHEP's unlawful shifting of blue pallet-related expenses to the class through coercion

and threat has harmed the class's ability to compete for placement of wood pallets in the (iS.

marketplace. CHEP thereby causes a correlative injury to the otherwise competitive wood pallet

market in which there is cross-elasticity and distinct interchangeability of the relevant markets'

only product.; the wood pallet. To the pallet customer the wood pallet, whether supplied by a

class member or CIIEP, is substitutable —. one for the other because the universal stan.dai-d 48 X

40 wood pallet performs the sante function. Except for the blue painted edge and the embossed

acronym. the two pallets not only are interchangeable, they are indistinguishable.

49. CHEP's business conduct resulting in the claim and injury to business or property alleged

in this complaint is not the consequence of CHEP's lawful growth, superior product., business

acumen or historic accident.

50 A further market dysfunction is imposed by CHEP's conduct. A harrier to entry is

constructed by CHEP since it would be apparent to any reasonably prudent pallet recycler that
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CHEP actually exercises its hegemony of the wood pallet market through the business cost

shifting scheme described in this complaint. CHEF's conduct has the distinct probability of

eliminating wood pallet recyclers from the market for wood pallets for so long as it can engage

in the shifting of its business costs to the recyclers and thus, entry into such a market is resolved

to ultimate failure irrespective of business acumen, efficiencies and sound business practices of

any current or potential entrant recycler. Any reasonable potential market entrant will observe

the market realities and be deterred from entering an unlawfully dysfunctional market that has a

barrier to additional competition among recyclers.

51. CHEWs unlawful business conduct as alleged in this complaint is intentionally oriented

to facilitate its acquisition of a monopoly by impairing rivals', specifically the class,

opportunities. The coercive nature of CFIEP forcing the class to bear business costs properly

attributable to CHEF does not further competition 011 the merits. Throughout the class period.

CT-TI.P repeatedly announced and widely disseminated to the entire class of recyclers that it, and

it alone, owned every blue wood pallet on which its name appears. CHEF equally disseminated

among the entire class of recyclers its intent to institute and pursue actions for civil theft,

conversion, and other legal actions, as well as cause criminal actions to be instituted by

competent authorities, against any recycler who fails to deliver to CHEP any bLue wood pallet

that may come into the recycler's (singular and plural) possession. CHEP has followed through

with its announcement and has instituted such civil actions and cause criminal actions to be

brought.

52. CHEWs universally disseminated demand has, in the past, refused and continues to refuse

o recognize or compensate recyclers for the customary and ordinary business costs incurred by

the class members into whose possession CHEF blue wood pallets have, or may, conie
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53. CHEP thus, through uniformly applied coercively predatory conduct, has benefited

unlawfully as follows:

a. CHEP has been Forcibly subsidized and has been relieved oF a signilicant

component of business costs that it would otherwise incur absent its predatory

conduct. it has coerced the class to bear thc business costs ordinarily and

reasonably anticipated to be associated with the possession of blue pallets. By

way of non-exhaustive example, those costs include: transportation, sorting,

occupation of operating space, insurance, risk of loss, opportunity, labor,

machinery, accounting, and other costs reasonably attributable to the possession

oICHEP's blue pallets.

h. By its ability to coerce the class to bear costs of business properly borne by CI-IEP

it has benefited by the effect of having lower business costs, and, correlatively,

forcing the class to bear higher business costs to the recyclers' detriment. The

detriment being — that when the market demand for wood pallets, in the form of a

request for bids or other potential customer price inquiry, places CHEP and any

class member in what would otherwise be a competitive posture for the placement

of wood pallets, CHEP. solely by reason of its coercive ability and predatory

conduct, benefits from its unlawfully created prices advantage as against the class

member.

c. CHEP's unlawful conduct permits it to cause what, ii' unfettered, would he an

otherwise competitive price, to he artificially inflated with a non-competitive,

artificially higher price to the consumer of wood pallets. in the absence of

CHEP's exercise of its ability to cause the market for wood pallets to he higher

CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT — PAGE 1 S
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than what lawful competition would permit, the consumer in the market would

benefit and thus the public policy of the antitrust laws would prevail by reason ol

a cost-based competitive environment on the relative merits of the class and

CHEP. Left undeterred and unrestrained, CHEP inevitable will meet the classic

definition of a monopolist; the ability to control price and output both of which

because of its inevitable exclusion of the recycler class as a viable competitive

force regarding price and therefore as an alternative source of end-user supply due

to the substitutability and cross-elasticity alleged above in paragraph 48. A CHEP

wood pallet performs no different functions for the customers than one offered by

a recycler.

54. CHEP's conduct mis-shapes the consumer market for pallets [or the producer recycler

class because they are weighted down by the transfer of CTJEP costs as a11eged The customers

and the market for pallets do not benefit from an efficient market to create a consumer surplus

hut, contrariwise. CIIEP realizes producer non-competitive surplus with the result that the class

of otherwise efficient recyclers will inexorably cease to exist as market participants. The failure

of the market and the exclusion of the recycler class as wcll as the barrier to entry to the recycled

pallet market assures two distinct results; both of which are anathema to the antitrust laws:

a. CHEP's continuation of receiving monopoly returns, and-

h. The market's continued failure to permit lower, competitive prices in consumers'

acquisition of pal lets needed for their commercial enterprises.

VI. CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS

55. The named plaintiffs are members of the following alleged class of similarly situated

pallet recyclers, whom they seek to represent in this class action:
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All entities or individuals in the lower 48 states of the United States that:
(1) arc or have been engaged in the business of the recycling and
marketing oIl wood pallet.s; and. (2) have acquired CHEP pallets in the
ordinary course of their business. Th.e relevant time period lhr the
anticompetitive conduct complained of is four years next preceding the
date of the filing of this complaint through the date upon which the
class as defined is certified pursuant to Rule 23 FED. R. Civ. P. This class
excludes, the named defendant, counsel for CHEP, the court and any court
personnel, counsel in this case, any CHEP current or former employees,
and any CT-IEP subsidiaries, affiliates, or other CHEP-related entities or
individuals. The named plaintiffs seek certification of the above-defined
class under FED. R. Civ. R 23(h)(3).

56. The pallet recycler class satisfies the numerosity. commonality, typicality, and adequacy

of representation requirements of FED. R. CiV R 23(a) and the action is both nianageable and

superior as required by Rule 23 and class certification is sought under Rule 23(b)(3), Fun. R.

Civ. P.

VII. Rule 23 Criteria

57 The members of the pallet recycler class are so numerous that joinder of all class

members is impracticable. In 2005 the defendant has asserted in previous litigation that it has

business relations with 1,900 wood pallet recyclers, The Wood Pallet Trade Association [The

National Wood Pallet and Container Association (NWPCA)I publishes a. newsletter and

distributes 6,000 copies of which the NWPCA indicates most are recyclers while a small number

of newsletters go to others. Pallet Enterprise Magazine indicates that is has a circulation of

approximately 12,000. Upon the above information and belief the class of wood pallet recyclers'

material to this action numbers approximately 4.000 The named plaintiffs/class representatives

estimate that there are and will be approximately three thousand similarly situated entities and

individuals that will be members of the above-defined class. Based on ongoing communications

between CI-IEP and the pallet recyclers, the most comprehensive list of identities and addresses
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of c].ass members may be determined from the books and records of the deléndant.. the wood

pallet trade association and slLhscrihers to trade publications.

58. CHEP has engaged and continues to engage in a common course of conduct directed

against the named plaintiffs and class, This common course of conduct is an attempt by CHEP

to achieve a monopoly, with a dangerous likelihood of success, and which has damaged the

business or property of the named plaintiffs and members of the class and thus represent legal

injury to the class's business or property that. of the type the antitrust laws were intended to

prcvent and flow from that wluch makes the conduct unlawfuL The uniform and common nature

of the claim alleged in this complaint, to state it in terms consistent with class action

jurisprudence, may he phrased thusly: Each named class representative is a member of the class

alleged and each has a claim for relief that if each presented his claim independently in unilateral

litigation, each would be required to plove the same substantive facts and elements of the claim

as every other class representative and every absent class member. Each of the common

questions of law or fact alleged below is material to the claim or each class member. Thus

conmionality exists between and among the class representatives and the absent class members.

59. Typicality is resolved in this action because the conduct of CHEP directed to the named

plaintilTs/class representatives is typical of its business conduct to each absent class member.

The conduct of CFIEP to each pallet recycler/class representative and absent class member does

not vary in any significant or material manner. Each is subject to the same specie of economic

cost bearing coercion of what properly are the costs that should be borne by CHEF. It is CHEP's

uniform conduct of threats and the initiation of civil action or criminal prosecution to all class

members that are intended to result, and do, in fact result, in probability of success in CHEP's

attempt t.o monopolize the national wood pallet market through the coercive shifting of business
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costs to class members with regard to blue pallets over which CHEP asserts perpetua.l ownership.

To the extent the defendant's typical conduct causes a shift in those ordinary business costs to

class members, CI-LEP incurs corresponding lower costs and thus causes the class to he non-

competitive in the wood pallet markeL

60. Each named plaintiff is an adequate class representative who will fairly represent the

interests of the class members. The named plaintiffs and proposed class representatives each has

an actual and similar stake in the instant action as a pallet recycler sithject to the same unlawful

business conduct of CHEP. Each shares the same substantive claim alleged in this action with

the absent class members; those recyclers nationwide as defined above. Each will fairly and

adequately represent, protect and prosecute the interests of the defined class of pallet recyclers.

Each has the capacity and willingness to prosecute this action fairly, adequately and effectively

on behalf of the plaintiff class, each is aware or his obligations, duties and fiduciary

undertakings. Each named class representative is articulate and capable of fairly representing

themselves and others who are being or have been subject to the unlawful conduct of CHEP.

61. Plaintiffs have engaged the professional services of competent counsel acquainted with

class action litigation and who appears before state and federal courts in class actions and other

complex litigation.

62. By vigorous prosecution of thcir individual claims, the named plaintiffs will also ensure

the same degree of prosecution energies with regard to the commonly held claims of absent class

members. Jn the protection of their own interests, the named class representatives also and

axiomatically will protect the similar interests of all members of the class, both absent and before

the court.
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adequately represent, protect and prosecute the interests of the defined class of pallet recyclers.

Each has the capacity and willingness to prosecute this action fairly, adcquately and etTectively

rrn hehalf of the plairttiff class, each is aware ol' his obligationtt, dutie$ and liduciary

undertakings. Each named class representative is articulatc and capablc of fairly representing

lhefirselves and others who :rre being r)t hdve been subject to the unlawful conduct ol'CHEP.

61. Plaintiffs have engaged the professional services of competent coursel acquainted with

class action litigation and who appcars before state and t'ederal courts in class actiorts atrd other

complex litigation.

62. By vigorous prosecution of thcir individual claims, thc namcd plaintiffs will also cnsutt

the sarnc degree of prosec tion energies with regard to the commonly held clrtims ol'ahsent clirss

ureurbers. In the protection o[ their own interests, the named class represefltatives also and

axiomatically will protcct thc similar interests o[ all mefther$ ol'the cla$$, hoth rhsent and het'ote

thc coun.
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63. In addition to meeting the elements of Rule 23(a), the named plaintiffs/class

representatives will establish that the elements of Rule 23h(3) are satisfied such that a class

should he certified. Common questions oF law or Fact predominate over ally questions affecting

only individual class members. A class action is superior to other available methods kr the fair

and eFficient adjudication of the present controversy.

64. The economic and antitrust injuries to the proposed representatives, class and their

business or property that flow directly from CHEP's conduct arise from common questions of

fact or law and that predominate over any applicable to any individual are as follows:

a. whether the wood pallet is a properly defined product sufficient to state a relevant

product market;

b. whether CHEP' s conduct economically coerces class members to incur business

costs directly related to C.l-IEP's blue pallets that come into class members'

possession. Such business costs consisting o1 in part, sorting, use of on site

storage and transportation, labor, segregating blue pallets, risk of loss,

administrative, opportunity costs, generalized storage, handling among other

customary business overhead costs;

c. whether, absent CHEF's business conduct, the same business costs would be

incurred by class members;

d. whether the business costs associated with the class's possession and handling of

CHEF's pallets results in the class being non-competitive in the pallet distribution

market as opposed to CHBP when a potential customer is in the market For wood

pallets.
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c. Whether CEHP's condiLet in relation to pallet recyclers is essentially uniform

within the lower forty-eight states of the United States.

whether CHEP's business conduct constitutes an attempt to monopolize Lhe

markets, relevant geographic and product, for wood pallets and is thereby in

violation of the antitrust laws of the United States;

g. whether the named plaintiffs, class representatives and class members were

injured in their business or property by reason of CHEP's violation of the antitrust

laws of the United States and that such injuries are of the type the antitrust laws

arc intended to prevent and which flow directly from CHEP's unlawful conduct;

h. whether the business conduct of CHEF constitutes a violation of the Sherman

Antitrust Act, 15 U.S.C.. § 2 (as amended) 1.15 U.S.C. * 15(a)]; and

i. whether there is a proper measurement of money damages for injury to the

business or property of the class.

VIII. MANAGEABILITY: THE CLASS
ACTION AS THE SUPERIOR NWTHOI)

In addressing the requirements of predominance and superiority pursuant to Rule

23(b)(3), the following are presented to the court.

65. No wood pallet recycler has expressed interest in or has undertaken an individual

prosecution of the defendant upon the legal basis alleged in this complaint. The existence of any

individual civil actions involving CHEF and a recycler pertains only to issues other than as

alleged in this complaint.

66. There is no litigation now existing, nor any in the past, between recyclers (individually or

as a class) and CFWP in which the legal basis or claim for relief are similar to the instant action.
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67. The bringing and prosecution of this action in the instant forum is consistent with the

jurisdiction and venue authorities recited above and will achieve economies of time for the

parties, counsel arid the coitrt arid properly to allocate the expenditure of valuable federal judicial

resources.

68. The unanimity of claim by the class and the uniform nature of the deFendant's conduct

across the entire spectrum of its relations with the class obviate the potential for any difficulty

with respect to the management of this cause as a class action.

69. This action presents no management issues or difficulties that would preclude the unitary

and representative litigation of the class, its claim and measure of damages.

7(1 The claim asserted by the class is uniform and consistent throughout the class

representatives and absent class members. Specifically, the claim is premised on the operational

norm of the pallet recycle business and the inevitability of the class of pallet recyclers coming

into possession of wood pallets over which CHEF asserts ownership and with regard to which

the class is required to bear business costs that properly are CHEF's. Those costs incurred by the

universal threats and coercive conduct. of CI-LEP, as well as CI-JEP's history of civil litigation and

the initiation of criminal prosecution defines the claim. As such, management of the instant

action is within the abilities of the court and counsel.

71. The universality of the underlying claim, the business conduct of both CHEP and the

class acting within the wood pallet distributive process as well as the effect of the

anticompetitive effect and CHEP's attempt to monopolize make the class action procedural

mechanism superior to any other form of litigation.

72. The class members proposed in this action can he readily identil:ied by trade association

records, trade journals and publications subscription records and parties' correspondence. Class
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members are easily located because each operates a business and they are a finite group of

recyclers dealing in a single product. Notice pursuant to Rule 23, FED. R. Civ. P. may be

accomplished to assure the requisite due process be afforded to each member of the class.

73. Forensic economics make feasible the methodology for the ascertainment of class

damages within the contemplation of governing and authoritative case law and for the

submission to and payment of appropriate damages by a court appointed and supervised claims

administrator.

74. The class action adjudication of the predominant and common issues as well as the

essential substantive issue of CHEP's antitrust violation, vet lion, is the sole efficient method to

adjudicate this acticn without repetitious litigation, expenditure of scarce judicial resources and

puhli.c and private funds necessarily associated with such litigation. This action presents the

model cause for which the class action rule is designed and is present in the civil rules. As such,

resolution and disposition in a single representative action would benefit the class, the defendant

and the public and presents an orderly and manageable action lhr the court and parties; including

absent class rnembers There exists in this action generalized evidence which will he dispositive

of the asserted legal basis for the claim alleged by the class. Such evidence exists on a class-

wide basis thus obviating what would otherwise be the need to examine each class member's

individual material facts and substantive entitlement to relief.

75. Authoritative case law teaches that common issues predominate when the focus of die

litigation is on the defendant's conduct rather than the individual class member's. C.HEP's

condlLct is the essential element and locus of this action

76. The prospect of repetitious litigation in multiple district courts and the appeals possible in

actions bearing upon the same substantive issue and material [acts is repugnant to public policy.
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This class action is consistent with and serves that public policy. Repetitious actions iii multiple

courts present the judicially unacceptable risk oF inconsistent and varying adjudications upon the

same substantive claim and upon the same material Facts.

77. Class treatment of this action will permit the adjudication ot relatively small monetary

claims by members of recyclers' class who otherwise would find it uneconomical and contrary to

sound business practice individually to bear the significant expense required in

antitrustieconomic business litigation. Meritorious small claims, unilonn in nature, would

remain unresolved with the correlative result, that recurrent. unlawful economic business conduct

would remain unjustly beneficial to the defendant.

7X The absence oF conflict among and within the class as to the common and predominant

issues creates unanimity of purpose that is consistent with class action public policy.

79. The undersigned counsel, and, it may reasonably be anticipated, defense counsel, arc

competent and organized. They are qualified and oriented to prosecute and defend this action

efficiently and consistent with the case law governing the class action procedural device and the

substantive law of antitrust Counsel will he able to assist the court. in this important oversight

role to assure adequacy of representation of the absent class members pursuant to due process

entitlement of absent class members and th.e res judicata effect of judgment arising in the action.

80. The class action rule and many years of case law and scholarly writings make it clear

beyond legitimate challenge that the public purpose underlying the rule is to allow aggregation,

as in the instant action, where the result will he the more efficient conduct and management by

procedures that will resolve class wide questions of fact or law in a single proceeding rather than

what WOLLId he hundreds or thoLisands of small claims subject to the same allegation, proof and

governing law.
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I

IX. COUNT I
ATTEMPT TO MONOPOLIZE

81. C.1-IEP has engaged in the anticompetitive conduct as alleged in this complaint with the

specific intent to monopolize the wood pallet product relevant market in the nationwide

geographic market within the tower forty-eight states or the United States; the relevant

geographic market.

82. CHEP's conduct and empirically demonstrated success at consistently raising business

costs to the class during the four years next preceding the filing of this action constitutes and

demonstrates a dangerous probability of CHEF achieving a monopoly and continuing to exert

economic power to exclude members of the class from the wood pallet market. nationwide by

achieving such exclusionary effect and the ability to control output and prices in the pallet

market to consumers.

83. CHEP's demonstrated coercive conduct and attempts to effect a nationwide monopoly in

the relevant geographic and product relevant material to this action constitutes a violation of

Section Two of the Sherman Antitrust Act, 15 U.S.C. § 2, as amended, 15 U.S.C. § 15(a).

Further, the effects of the injlLry to the class business or property in the aggregate and

individually is of the type the antitrust laws were intended to prevent and that such injuries flow

directly from the conduct that the antitrust laws make unlawful.

84. PlaintifFs and absent members of the class have been injured within the meaning of the

Sherman Act in their business or property as alleged in this complaint. Without limiting the

generality of the foregoing, plaintiffs mid members of the class have suffered the unlawful

effects of CHEP's raising of their business costs making them non-competitive vis-à-vis CHEP

in the wood pallet market within the lower 48 states of the United States.
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'S

X. PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, plaintiffs, for themselves and the class of wood pallet recyclers they

represent, pray for legal and equitable relief as follows:

a. That this action be certified and permitted to be maintained as a class action

pursuant to Rule 23(b)(3) of the FED. R. Civ. P. and that, if warranted, that an

appropriate sub-class be established pursuant to FLU. R. Civ. P. 23(cX2):

b. That this court adjudge that CHEP's conduct resulting in the raising of the

business costs oF the plaintiffs and class to be an unlawful attempt to monopolize

the àfleged relevant geographic and product market in violation of Section 1'wo of

the Sherman Act 15 U.S.C § 15(a); 15 U.S.C. § 2 (as amended);

c. That j udgrnent he entered against CI-WP and in favor of the plaintiffs and class for

damages allowed by law, that such damages he enhanced three-fold as allowed by

law together with costs oF suit (including costs of experts) and reasonable attorney

fees as provided by law;

d. That CHEP be permanently restrained arid enjoined from continuing the unlawFul

attempt to monopolize by any scheme, artifice or design to raise the business costs

to wood pallet recyclers as alleged un this complaint—pursuant to 15 USC. § 26

— Section 16 of the Clayton ActS;

e. That the court. include in its judgment against CHEP and in favor of the plaintiffs

and class prc-judgment interest as permitted by law; and,

f. That the court grants to the plaintiffs and class such other and further relief as

may be permitted by law and may he meet and just. in the premises.
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JURY TRIAL DEMANDED

Pursuant to Rule 38(h) of the FED. R. Civ. P., the plaintiffs. for themselves and the class

which they represent, demand a trial by jury as of right of all issues so triable.

Dated: February , 2008.

Respectfully submitted.

Je D. yars, Jr. / ( J
ka as State Bar No: S107

C ISTIAN & BYARS
502 Garrison Avenue
P.O. Box 1725
Fort Smith, AR 72902
(419) 782-9147 Telephone
(479) 182-3623 Facsimilc

1 Ierhert T. Sc wartz
Texas State Bar No: 17863020
Florida Bar No: 100248
BAILEY & GALYEN
18333 Egret Bay Blvd.. Suite 120
Houston, TX 77058-3 860
(281) 335-7744 Telephone
(281) 335-4774 Facsimile

COUNSEL FOR THE PLAINTIFFS
AND FOR ALL OTHERS SIMThARY
SITUATED
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Resnecttirllv submitted.
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(281 ) 335-7744 Telephone
(281 ) 335-4774 Facsimilc
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